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Abstract 
 
RADC is a platform that allows the company to make split investments in real estate, various                
contents, and intellectual property in a fair and innovative way through a decentralized             
platform for purchasing assets and the rights to profits from assets acquired assets. 
It is a decentralized asset development business platform that utilizes blockchain technology            
by issuing stable cryptocurrency that allows many investors who suffered losses in 2018 to              
avoid further losses and make profits. 
Through a decentralized network, token holders can tokenize their profits and participate by             
exercising their voting rights in operational or sales decisions for revenue maximization            
through these tokens. 
Investors for RADC coin must pay their subscription vouchers through the PAYX Platform, and              
only investors who have paid their base subscription evidence are eligible to participate as              
investors in the project, and randomly draw them to select winners. When the investment              
collection is closed, the acquisition contract of the item for investment purposes is executed              
and notified through the platform. After a certain percentage of utility token or PAYX is paid as                 
a bonus to investors, it takes administrative processing time to open a security token              
transaction, it is listed on the RADC-only exchange for security tokens, and is traded at a                
purchase price only and is not sold at a below the original issue price. 
All RADC coins are matched to specific investment targets by project unit published by RADC,               
and on RADC-only exchanges, they can be segregated into securities types of different funds,              
with separate returns. RADC coin is a voucher for the revenue rights of investment objects and                
has the right to allocate revenue from the revenue generated monthly to the net profit less the                 
agreed fee and the right to distribute revenue from the net transfer profit of the investment                
objects when transfer the object. 

 
Confidential  
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1.RADC (Real Asset Development Coin)   

1.1.Business Overview 
RADC is a project that allows investors to buy assets in the name of an asset management 
company by making split investments and purchasing assets, while RADC coin is a security token 
that guarantees the right to return assets for a specific purpose and holds them in the coin so that 
returns from a particular purpose asset can be distributed through a coin agreement called RADC's 
utility tokens to receive returns from investors. 
 
RADC uses two types of cryptocurrencies. RADC coin (Security token) and PAYX (Utility token). 
RADC users generate wallets, pay subscription certificates, or receive dividends using the API of 
PAYX financial platform. 
 
The method of investing in RADC coin is through RADC marketplace on PAYX wallet and the 
pre-announced quantity of PAYX token per investment project should be retained. 
 
Winner of subscription is awarded PAYX of about 5% of the RADC coin purchased as 
compensation. Winners' rewards can be set differently on a project-by-project basis, which will be 
released before the subscription begins. 
 

1.2.RADC Coin as a Security Token 
Real Asset Development Coin (RADC) refers to a form of cryptocurrency that objectifies the 
acquisition process through token issuance for real estate assets that guarantee specific returns or 
for assets that are guaranteed to be profitable for special purpose projects similar to real estate, 
and that uses smart contract to guarantee the right to receive revenue by the percentage of the 
coin's ownership allocated to a particular asset. 
 

1.3.PAYX Coin as Utility Token 
RADC coin investors are not entitled to all cash rewards in the process of generating revenue from 
and allocating it from each investment objective, and more than 50% of their dividend income will 
be paid through the purchase of PAYX coin's market value. Dividend revenue of less than 50% will 
be paid directly from PAYX Foundation. PAYX coins are used in this project as a function of utility 
token as a means of holding subscription evidence and paying dividend yield. 
 

1.4.Main Target of RADC Coin 
The system was designed with a willingness to ensure that investments in cryptocurrency do not 
result in losses. 
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Among investors who have invested in cryptocurrency and experienced investment losses, 
RADC's primary target investors are all looking for cryptocurrency with a stable return on 
investment. 
 

1.5.Characteristics of RADC Coin 

1.5.1. A Mixture of Downward Rigidity and Liquidity 
It is a smart contact-based security token for sharing real estate profits with two characteristics: the 
downward rigidity of real estate, the liquidity of stocks. 
 

1.5.2.Participate in Decision Making 
This is also a voucher that provides investors with decentralized decision-making authority in the 
management and disposal of their investments. 
RADC coin is not the ownership of a particular investment, but the coin provided as a voucher for 
the revenue rights to which blockchain technology is incorporated. 
 

1.5.3.Non-Fungible 
 
 

 
 
ERC-20 is the same token, but RADC allows all tokens to be individually classified as different 
tokens, allowing them to receive a revenue allocation for the holding period even if ownership 
changes during the holding period. 

1.6.Features of RADC Coin 
Transparency - RADC provides transparency in decision making using blockchain technology and 
transparency to ensure objectivity. 
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Impartiality - It provides impartiality in assessing and selecting project registrations and investment 
objects and in allocating profits. Voting registration and exercise of voting rights allow you to 
participate in decision-making on investments. 
 
Scalability - In addition to the real estate development and acquisition projects promoted by RADC, 
it provides scalability for users to register their projects with RADC and tokenize various assets. 
 
Compatibility - APIs are provided to existing P2P real estate investments or crowdfunding platforms 
to ensure compatibility with existing services. 
 
Legality - In issuing and distributing security token, we will comply with the current laws of the 
countries and branch offices of the foundation and will take flexible measures to ensure legality in 
future regulations.  
 

1.7.Structure of RADC Business Principal 

 

 
 

RADC business corporation is established in Singapore, and each country establishes and 
manages branches in a total of 10 countries for asset development and operation management. 

 
 

1.8.Token Specs 
RADC is an ERC-721 based token with the following basic functions: 
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• Standard interface for Non-Fungible tokens 
• Unique ID for token - unique ID for each token issued 
• Allow ownership and transaction tracking of tokens, i.e. record transaction history data with 
owners of tokens 
 
The ERC-20 feature is 'Fungible'. Because of this, ERC-20-based tokens have the concept of 
'quantity' and can be traded between people. 
 
On the other hand, the biggest feature of ERC-721 is 'Non-Fungible', which means that no token 
exists that has the same value as one token. 
 
This 'Non-fungibility' feature allows blockchain to be used in areas such as "certificates" to 
represent someone or to prove something. 
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2.Token Economy 

2.1.Token Issuing Structure 
The RADC coin project has its respective publication scale and structure as shown in the following 
table. 
 

 Attribute Total Issue Price 

RADC Security Token 500,000,000 + @ 1 RADC = Above $ 100  

PAYX Utility Token 5,000,000,000 Flexible  

 
PAYX was written as of January 2019. 
 
Token Basic Information 
Total Issue: 500,000,000,000 
Maximum market cap: KRW 500,000,000,000 
Base unit: 1 RADC (Number of decimal places or less does not exist like any other 
cryptocurrency.) 
Base price: 1 RADC = 100,000 KRW 
 

2.2.Subscription Evidence 
Qualification: Participants in this project are classified as investors and developers of real 
estate. The following qualifications are required to participate in the project. 
 

 Minimum Qualification Registration Fee 

Investor  Maintaining 100,000 PAYX balance Free 

Asset Developer  10,000,000 PAYX Deposit 5,000,000 PAYX  

 
Subscribing evidence is deposited from PAYX wallet and limited to investment progress only if it is 
met as a precondition for investment. 
Asset Developer will deposit 10,000,000 PAYX, 50% of which 5,000,000 PAYX will be paid as a 
fee. 
 

2.3.Subscription Winner 
PAYX VIP membership investors among the subscribers will win first, and the remaining quantities 
will be determined by random draw among the subscribers, and the winner decision will prevent 
them from manipulating the winnings through a third blockchain partner. 
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Process from Subscription to Winning 
 

 
 

2.4.Project Disband when Lack of Subscription 
If the subscription rate fails to reach 100 percent for 30 days after the token sales project is 
opened, all funds deposited into the project will be automatically refunded to the investor's account. 

2.5.Rewards 
Participants in this project will receive compensation through the following revenue allocations: 
 

Market Participant 
Classification 

Profit Distribution1 Profit Distribution2 

Public Investor  It pays at least 50 percent of its 
real estate revenue through the 
purchase of existing PAYX 
markets. 

The remaining profits are paid in 
utility token. 

Asset Developer  Full payment excluding platform 
fees 
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Investor's Return Compensation 
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3.Coin Circulation Structure 
 

3.1.Basic Structure 
After the creation of the investment project, the token pool allocates the investment and distributes 
it to the investor.  
 
DAO's Request for Real Estate Remediation: Additional allocation of token and distribution 
 
DAO's Request to Buy Circulating Coins : Decrease circulation by purchasing from token's owner 
 
DAO's Project Clearance Request: Selling the asset and pay investors the total sum of the tax and 
liquidation costs, collect the token and move it to the token pool.  

3.2.Principle of Profit Allocation 
On settlement of revenue, the entity has the following principles in the settlement of daily revenue 
for the holding period: 
1. Revenue Settlement Reference Date: Daily at 12:00 PM(KST) calculate the date based on the 
time of the country in which the investment object is registered. 
 
2. Method of Determining the Holding Period for Allocation of Revenue: RADC seller agrees that 
the proceeds from the day of the transaction are allocated to the buyer (requires legally valid 
consent when subscribing to the service). 
 
3. Delay in Allocating Sales Revenue: RADC seller agrees to settle accounts after the next revenue 
allocation date plus 10 days after sale. +10 days is the time to compensate for unexpected 
additional costs incurred by the company if not reflected. In addition, within three months, if 
additional profits are generated, the entity must settle its revenue to the holder of the period 
 
4.If the company settles the missing revenue from the deposit, 50% is calculated as the company's 
reserve for risk confusion and only 50% is allocated to the holder. However, if a late fee is set up, 
an investor shall pay revenue for that amount if the late fee is deposited during the contract period 
or if the deposit is to be deducted. (The full-time commission settlement service is provided only to 
investors who have paid additional expenses in a separate insurance form.) 
 
5.  Revenue Allocation Delay: RADC MGT Local allocates revenue excluding the earnings if rent is 
not paid from the renter, and if the next month's earnings are settled, the earnings are allocated in 
the following month, and the token seller is compensated only 50% of the revenue from the unpaid 
late lease during the period. 
 
6. Definitions of Defaults and Handling Measures: If the rent exceeds the three-month period or the 
maximum unpaid period specified under each national standard contract, the default shall be 
designated and disclosed. After deducting monthly rent or proceeds from the deposit, calculate 
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them to the token holder and pay back the token holding period in reverse calculation. The balance 
deducted from the unpaid rent shall be paid to the lessee after limiting the contractual penalty. 
 

3.3.Calculation Method of Base Date of Revenue Allocation 
RADC allocates revenue in a daily unit from the point of settlement until the next settlement. 
If the revenue settlement cycle is 90 days, the allocation of revenue generated through RADC 
Project 1 will result in the distribution of revenue as long as the actual owner once owned for the 
last 90 days of the coin. 
 
Ex) 

 
  
When a transaction is made on Day N, the previous holder receives revenue by calculating Day N 
– Day A for the period of ownership from Day A to Day N-1. 
In other words, revenue at the date of the transaction is allocated to the acquirer. 
 

3.4.Additional Issue of Coin 
As RADC coin burns 500 million of PAYX's issued volume and issue them with the same number 
of RADC coins, they may face a shortage of issued coins along with the growth of the business. 
If more than 80 per cent of the original 500 million issued is used, additional coins may be issued. 
 

3.5.RADC Coin Sales Procedure 
Similar to the REITs Fund, all RADC coins are allocated one investment asset to one investment 
factor. 
Upcoming Asset is registered in marketplace when new investment targets selected through DAO 
are released. 
Consequently, all investors have limited rights to the corresponding number of investments. 
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4.RADC DAO 
 

4.1.What is DAO(Decentralized Autonomous Organization)? 
DAO, which stands for Decentralized Autonomic Organization, seeks to operate as an organization 
that enables investors to make decisions about investments by implementing decentralized 
governance. 
The RADC DAO is a passive form of DAO that gives investors the ability to participate in decision 
making so that RADC holders can make decentralized decision making, such as making additional 
investment decisions on investment targets and making decisions to clean up investment rights on 
investment targets. 
  

4.2.Qualification of RADC DAO 
The RADC DAO differs from the usual DAO to be organized on a project-by-project basis and 
should meet the following node configuration conditions, not to grant all token holders the node 
authority as a DAO member. 
When matched to the project, investors who own more than 1% of the issued RADC coins will be 
entitled to a node for DAO configuration. However, if an investor's composition of 1% or more is 
less than 50% of the total, and a node of 1% or more is less than 50% of the project, the node 
minimum component shall be downgraded by the foundation's decision to be more than 50%. 
In any case, a holder with a Node entitlement will have 1 vote per RADC. 
 

Node Total Voting Rights 
Ratio by Project 

Node Minimum Components Note 

More than 50% 1%  

Less than 50% Announcement after 
adjustment 

Set it to 50% or more after 
adjustment. 

 
If a particular RADC project has a maximum number of vote with a 1% or higher investor 
configuration as a node with less than 50% of the issue coefficients, then adjust the node 
qualification conditions to be at least 50% for a fair decision. 

4.3.Roles of RADC DAO 
Among investors who have invested every RADC, node-qualified investors in the project are 
entitled to the following rights: 
 

1. RADC reserves the right to receive periodic reports through DApp on the operation of 
assets for each number of such investments. 
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2. RADC investor on previous round evaluates the following round of investment and is given 
a referral code:  

3. The RADC investor shall settle the previous month's operating income of the corresponding 
round investment objective at PAYX on a monthly basis or on the next business day. 

4. Be able to participate in sales decisions for investment purposes of the corresponding 
round and have the right to vote. 

5. After the sale of such a number of investment targets, profits other than the operating fees 
of the RADC headquarters and the various taxes paid by the head office are allocated to 
PAYX, which is utility token down by the proportion of the shares of the corresponding 
number. 

6. A bonus is paid if Tenant is attracted to the investment target of the corresponding round. 
However, if a new tenant's resident contract is attracted within one month after the 
expiration of the existing lease, the tenant shall receive a PAYX equivalent to 20% of the 
tenant's monthly rent. 

7. The above rights will be granted to all RADC investors and the investment will proceed after 
signing the contract online. 

 

4.4.Decision of DAO 
Security token holder may exercise its decision-making power on the following matters to maximize 
the operating and revenue of the company's acquired assets: 
 

1. Specifying tenant's qualification and setting monthly rent for operating plan of investment 
targets 

2. Determination that affects the price of an asset, such as an extension, a full sale, a partial 
sale, etc. 
a) Expansion by alteration of use on the relevant laws and regulations 
b) Decision making for improving profitability of investment object through remodeling 

3. Determining the operational policy of an asset 
a) Selection of outsourcing companies for building management 
b) Selection of the managing body 

4. The decision weights of the DAO for each decision are to be disclosed later. 
 
 

4.5.DAO Voting Process 

4.5.1. Agenda Registration 
Only qualified node investors register the agenda for voting. However, this agenda will be 
registered on a project-by-project basis and will be voted. 
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4.5.2. Agenda Selection 
If more than 30% of the investors eligible for node are agreed, the agenda will disclose the voting 
schedule and disclose it to the entire investor of the project. 
 

4.5.3.Voting and Result Announcement 
Voting takes place for total of seven days, with voting rights decentralized at an 80% weight for the 
node voting decision, and 20% with voting rights held by RADC Corporation.  
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5.Technical Features of RADC 
 
The RADC has a different rate of revenue allocation for its investment assets. If two coins owned 
by an investor are invested in different assets, they have different Tag information, which is 
distinguished as if they were always in different wallets until the Tag Release within RADC wallet. 
The two coins use the same RADC blockchain network and create the same structure block in 
block creation, but the stored information within the block is stored together on the PAYX platform 
so that all blocks can be sorted by Tag information. Consequently, it records the number of 
investments that are linked to, and allows the parties to do so to distinguish which investment has 
been invested. 
 

5.1.RADC Tagging Technology 
A common bitcoin or altcoin is a coin in which all coins are identical. 
When withdrawn from the main wallet, the entity is tagged for the coin invested in the asset and is 
the basis for allocating revenue to the ratio of the return of the different assets according to the Tag 
information. 
The investment project for the asset is terminated and then released again. 
 

5.2.RADC Exclusive Exchange 
The RADC distinguishes between investment round and the information of investment targets 
according to the Tag information. Using this tag, it is the same coin on the RADC exchange, but 
individual transactions can be made on the fund unit as if other coins are traded. 
 

5.3.Pair Policy 
On exchanges that are open to trading in RADC, an investment is classified as if it were dealing 
with another coin, for example: 
RADC does not enter sales orders for less than 100,000 won. If the purchase order is placed at 
100,000 won or more, the price will be marked with 100,000 won plus premium amount, and only 
premium will be displayed at the price. 
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[Examples of trading by RADC investment assets] 

 

5.4. Unit of Coin 
RADC exists only as an integer and the minimum trading unit is 1 RADC. 
This is set up for ease of calculation in the allocation of returns to investors, to facilitate the 
efficiency of management and the recognition of the quantity of assets held by investors. 
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6.Token Sale 

6.1.Token Sale 
RADC selects three or more investment objectives and then proceeds online to vote on investment 
decisions from prospective investors. 
Once the number of sales token of the determined investment assets is confirmed then the 
subscription begins. 
To participate in the subscription, the minimum(100,000 PAX) amount of PAYX (PAX) tokens must 
be retained in the PAYX Wallet. 
Application for subscription will be received at PAYX wallet to verify holder.  
1 RADC is $100 and PAYX will be provided, equal to 5% of the invested security token. 
 

6.2.Reasons for Using Subscription 
It is intended to encourage the creation of premium products through royalties and competitive 
subscription methods, maintain competitive structure for general investors through competitive 
subscription methods, and guarantee premium for investors with PAYX VIP membership by 
providing them with a priority opportunity. 
In addition, the competitive subscription scheme aims to provide a 5% initial premium to 
competitive winners, which will be quickly sold out and the project will be launched. 
 

6.3.PAYX VIP Membership Benefits 
As of January 2019, PAYX VIP membership is limited to investors who have more than 3 million 
PAYX (PAX), and investors with PAYX VIP membership have the exemption and priority rights for 
subscription payment when subscribing. 
This policy may be changed to protect the rights and interests of ordinary investors, and the 
minimum number of VIP memberships may also be raised. 
However, the decision is made by listening to the opinions of the PAYX VIP members. 
 
6.4.KYC 
All investors investing in this project must go through the KYC procedure, and the details of their 
investment are reported to the competent authorities of each government. 
 
6.5.AML 
This project complies with domestic and international legislation by establishing an anti-money 
laundering system to prevent investors from being banned from foreign exchange transaction 
accounts or subject to fines due to the inflow of illegally laundered funds. 
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7.RADC Dev Plan 

7.1.Relationship with the PAYX Project 
This project is part of the PAYX project and has a direct association with the PAYX platform 
development schedule. 
All development roadmaps for this project will include distributing PAYX wallets, applying for 
subscriptions through PAYX wallet and distributing profits. 
PAYX must be held for subscription and the real estate assets and project business entity must 
hold the PAYX to issue the token for this platform. 
Payments of assets invested through RADC may have a direct or indirect impact on PAYX Token 
Economy by paying the return on the assets invested through PAYX, and the relationship between 
the two projects is correlated by designing the PAYX Token as Utility Token, which becomes the 
revenue-sharing asset for this project. 
It also provides additional benefits for PAYX investors by providing them with a priority draw 
opportunity for PAYX VIP membership. 
 
7.2.Development Object 
 
7.2.1.RADC-only Exchange 
Opening the exchange, including the function to recognize the same coin as another item and to 
make it traded. 
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7.2.2.PAYX Wallet (Investment Function)  
Open PAYX Wallet by adding a subscription function that allows the subscription certificate to be 
deposited to PAYX. 
 
 

        
 
(main)                                                 (Select coin when depositing) 
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(Select coin when depositing)                     (Quantity check at withdrawal)  
 

 
7.2.3.RADC Third Party Token Issuing Function  
It implements the function of registering real estate, business objects, various contents and 
intellectual property and then signing contracts to issue the rights to distribute profits on the assets 
in token. 
 

7.2.4.RADC Web Service  
Analysis and introductory data on new investment targets are registered as projects and provided 
to investors. 
 

7.2.5.Voting System  
Only Node qualified investors can open agenda for voting, and systems that enable participation in 
voting are linked to PAYX wallet. 
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7.2.6.Monthly Report 
The report is provided so that the income is correctly allocated and reported on a monthly basis, 
taking into account the change in ownership of the coin owned by the investor. 

7.3.Roadmap 
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8.RADC TEAM 

8.1.Team Member 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Sang Jae Seo 
CEO, Founder 

 
Chan Young Lee 
COO Co-Founder 

 
Peter Song  

CMO Co-Founder 

Former CEO of PAYX 
Former COO of PAYGATE 

Korea,  
He has great experience for 

FinTech Policy, FinTech 
Regulation, Cryptocurrency, 

Remittance, P2P lending 
Platform, ICT and Mobile 

Computing. 

 Current)Executive Director 
of Remax Wide Partners / 
CCIM Korean Public 
Relations Chairman 
   - Ranked No.1 in the Top 
100 RE/MAX Global Top 100 
     (October 2019, excluding 
US and Canada) 
   - RE/MAX ASIA PACIFIC 
TOP AGENT (14’ ~ 19’) 
   - CCIM(Certified 
Commercial Investment 
Member) 

 Current) CEO of Woorione Net 

Co., Ltd.  

Launched premium reward 
advertising commerce platform 
for the first time 
Kakao Page, NAVER Webtoon, 
NAVER series, CJONE, Resin 
Comics, Neowiz, Hangame, Ani 
Pang, Netmarble, OK Cashback, 
Cash Slide, Cash Walk, MCB Plus, 
Fan Plus and many more 
(Mostly over multiple million users 
are using every month) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Tae Wan Kim 
Director 

 Joon Hong Shin 
Design Leader 

 Min Sung Kang 
Marketing Manager 

He has 20years of 
development experience 

 With 20years of design 
experience, he is in charge 

 He has accumulated many 
years of career in global 
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and  is currently the team 
leader responsible for 

blockchain and software 
development at PAYX 

fo web, mobile app, 
various app UI and UX 
design, He is currently 

working on Mining Watch, 
PAYX Multi wallet UI 

design and new project. 

logistics company and has 
been an online marketer 

with a number of 
blockchain projects, 

including the 
cryptocurrency exchange, 

since 2018 

 
 

 

    

Eun Seon Kim 
CS Manager 

    

As a CS experienced over 
10 years, he is in charge of 
CS planning and customer 

management. 

    

8.2.Advisors 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Yeo Pyo Yoon 
CPO 

 
Donald Lee 

Advisor 
 

Herve Lancorne 
Advisor 

NEP judge at the Korean 
Agency for Technology and 
Standards of the Ministry of 

Knowledge Economy, a 
visiting professor at the Daegu 

Gyeongbuk Institute of 

 現 크립토스퀘어 CEO 
前 빌드업코인 CEO 
前 ERGSN CEO 

前 암호화폐거래소 타임빗 
CEO 

 現 WInstantPay CIO(Chief 
Innovation Officer) 

Head of Financial Institution & 
Global E-Banking at Via Bank 

Ltd. 
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Science and Technology, and 
working at the KEA 

Blockchain Research Center. 
He is also a technical expert 
on patents and blockchain in 
machine field with 40 years' 

experience. 

 

    

Thomas Schibli  
Advisor 

Current) CryptoSquare CBO 
Blockchain Advisor, Founder of 

cBanQ - Crypto Banq 
International 
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8.3.Partners 

8.3.1 Major Partners 
 

 
 

 

REMAX KOREA PAYX CRYPTO SQUARE 

   

   

   

   

8.3.2 Trustee 
 

 
 
 
 

8.3.3 Law Firm 

 
 

법무법인 로드맵 법무법인 태한 로엘 법무법인 

 

8.3.4 Insurance Company 
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더케이손해보험 퍼스트어메리칸권원보험  
 
 

8.3.5 Crypto Partner 
 

 

 

XTOCK XANGLE BLOCKCHAIN TODAY 
 
 

8.3.6 Real Estate Media 
 

  

 

한국부동산신문 부동산토마토TV 부동산클라우드 
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